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For sampling the plankton materials in lakes or at sea simple, sometimes hand-made, 
devices are usually employed, probably because not only of limitation of funds and facilities 

but also of di:ffi.cutly in handling of either delicate or clumsy gear on the deck of a ship, 
especially when it is not well-equipped. It has been the writer's experience that finely 
constructed instruments which had been designed on land, work exactly in the air as 
expected, but not rarely do not do so when lowered into the depths of the sea. It is often 
true that simple gear works most efficiently. It would be better for one to think about 
sampling instruments while on board ship, perhaps even better in rough weather, than 
under the roomy and steady circumstances on land. 

This report does not attempt to present designs of elaborate instruments of complicated 
mechanism. The samplers and a few pieces of laboratory apparatus described here are 

of simple construction, and can be made inexpensively. These devices have come into the 
writer's mind thinking about instruments for use in various fields of plankton studies which 

would be most practical in use as well as available for students of plankton under the 
present circumstances. Some of these designs have been actually constructed and tested 
at sea, but some models are only in the design stage. It is hoped that the ideas embodied 

in these devices may be improved by criticism and further actual use. 
The writer is greatly indebted to Captain T. Fujii and crew members of the Training 

Ship "Oshoro Maru" for their help in the testing of instruments at sea. He also appreciates 
the help given by Dr. T. Kawamura and students of the University who were on board 

during the tests. Thanks are also due to Prof. Ki-ichiro Kobayashi for his kind advices 

given to the writer concerning the arrangement of figures in this report. The construction 
of models 17 and 18 by Rigosha Co., Ltd. free of charge is greatly appreciated. 

I. DIVIDED VERTICAL HAUL WITH NET 

At present the plankton net offers the simplest method for sampling the plankton, 
especially for medium-sized zooplankton. Inexactness of quantitative sampling with a 
net has been overcome to a certain degree through the use of an appropriate flow-meter. 

In various studies on plankton, both biological and oceanographical, it is often desired 

that plankton samples be taken at various depths just as are the hydrographic measure
ments. During the vertical haul of a plankton net the contamination of materials from 
upper zones is prevented by closing the net after it has been hauled through the desired 

water layer. In most oceanic cruises, the hydrographic cast precedes the biological 

sampling, and it usually happens that there is no sufficient time to do the plankton sampl

ing by making repeated vertical hauls from various depths. It is thus necessary to save 
time by sampling the plankton from various zones in a single haul. Hart's neP> is one of 
the designs for this purpose. 
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Modell. Twin net with semi-circular openings 

(~fl 1=I$Z=ft-';J }) 

(Plate I, Fig. 17) 

This is designed to sample the small-sized zooplankton from different vertical zones 

in a single haul. Two small nets of which the mouths are semi-circular are set on the metal 
frame. The frame is composed of top and bottom circular discs which are connected by 
four supporting rods with each other. Through the center of each disc the wire cable passes. 
Five or six such net assemblies will be prepared and each assembly is successively slid down 
along the wire cable while the cable is retrieved. As a result nets on the second assembly 
close the nets on first assembly, so that the latters no longer catch plankton. This design 
was already reported,2) but has not yet been actually constructed. 

Model 2. Continuous vertical sampler 

(i!I!~@il1i::l*~~) 

(Plate I, Fig. 18) 

For finding out the relationship between abundance of small-sized plankton organisms 
and physical and chemical elements of the sea water through vertical range in detail, it is 

desirable to know by means of continuous sampling how plankton are distributed through 
the vertical column of water. The model 2 sampler is designed after Hardy's idea on the 
Continuous Plankton Recorder. 3- 6 ) 

A propeller mounted in the under part of the instrument is driven by the water current 
created by hauling of the instrument, and the revolution of the propeller, in turn, drives the 

spool inside with the result of continuous rolling of the silk gauze band wound on the spool. 

From the second spool which is located on the top left (in Fig. 18) another silk gauze band is 
drawn out with rolling. Plankton organisms entering from the top mouth are retained 
on the silk gauze when they pass across the rectangular path, and in the next moment, they 
are tightly gripped between two silk gauzes as they are transferred to the left (in Fig. 18) 

with the movement of the gauze. After hauling the instrument on deck the silk gauze band 
is unrolled to observe what and how many organisms have been taken at various depths 
through the vertical column of water. A small net of ordinary type which is mounted 

to the right side (in Fig. 18) collects the plankton through a column without dividing by 
zones. The quantity of water which had passed through the net will be known by means of 
a flow-meter mounted below the net. 
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Model 3. Twin net with bent lid 

(li!lllftZl1:.:r::t-·;I t) 

(Plate I, Fig. 19) 

[VII, 1/2 

This model samples the plankton from any desired depth to the surface dividing them 

into two parts in a single haul. By lowering the messenger weight the bent lid closes the 
net on one side, while opening the net on the other side. 

Model 4. Twin net for collecting in any two zones of water 

(§JE=JI:f*f;lJtJZH::t-';J }) 

(Plate I, Fig. 20) 

This model is slightly modified from model 3 in that the last sampling can be stopped 
beneath the surface. When the first meassenger hits the first trigger, one lid is dropped 
and the other lid is raised. The spring stretched between the lid and net frame at left side 

(in Fig. 20) is powerful enough to raise the other lid at right side (in Fig. 20) which is con
nected to the left lid by means of a metal chain. At the same time as this action the second 
trigger on the right lid comes into contact with the wire cable. The second messenger, 

which will be the same size as the first messenger, releases the clamp of the lid of the right 

net, and closes it. 

Model 5. Four square net assembly 

(ftlifJ[tm::t- ';I } iW.it-lt) 

(Plate I, Fig. 21) 

This is constructed on the same principle as model 3, as it is essentially two model3's 
put together. The first messenger closes the first net and at the same time it opens the 
second net, The second messenger, which has a size to cover the first messenger, closes 
the second net and opens the third net. The third messenger, which is the largest, closes 
the third net and opens the fourth net, To make the messenger hit against the triggers 

correctly, they are made to pass over a rigid rod which extends above the triggers. 

Model 6. Double purse net 

(=JlrjJ7I::t- ';I }) 

(Plate II, Fig. 22) 

This is designed for the same purpose of sampling as is model 3, but a modification of 

the design makes it possible to enlarge the size of the net. One of two purse nets is closed 
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and the other opened by the tripping weight which is released by impact of the messenger. 

A pretty large-sized net can be used. 

Model 7. Double closing net 

(=JlM~*·J }) 

(Plate II, Fig. 23) 

The impact of the messenger releases a line by which the open net is throttled and at 

the same time a throttled net is opened. Construction is very simple and can be adopted to 

a net of considerable size. The throttling line must be strong enough to suspend the entire 

apparatus including a heavy weight. 

II. HORIZONTAL OR OBLIQUE HAUL IN MID-WATER LEVELS 

It is felt that for the study of vertical distribution of plankton, especially macroplank

ton, in detail, echelon vertical hauls are insufficient to yield useful data. The collection 
must be done by towing a series of nets horizontally or obliquely at different levels of water. 

The elaborate work performed by F. S. Russell on the problems of vertical distribution of 
macroplankton in the Plymouth area was carried out by such a method. 7 ) 

Model 8. Horizontal net directly attached on the cable 

(rn:t,!i~71<f*·J }) 

(Plate II, Figs. 24-26) 

The simplest method of horizontal tow with a net through subsurface levels of water 

employs a net without bridles; the net is attached to the cable at both the upper and lower 
portions of the brass ring which encircles the mouth of the net. A series of such nets set on 

a single line is towed horizontally or obliquely through several desired zones. The line 
must be kept nearly vertical by means of a heavy weight attached to the lower end of the 
line. The contamination of samples from other levels of the water, which may be 

introduced when the nets are lowered or raised, is reduced to a great degree in this method. 
When the collections are limited to a shallow zone of water, say 30 meters deep or so, and 
when the water is calm, such a method seems to be very practical and particularly satis
factory.s-U) The nets should rotate freely around the cable, otherwise the turning back 

of the twist of the cable line (often happens when a heavy weight is suspended) will result 

in deviation in the direction of the facing of the mouth of the net. In employing the design 

of Nishimura12 ) (Fig. 26), it seems to be necessary to put a swivel at each connection point 
between the net ring and the cable. 

If the nets are towed with too much speed, the towing cable line carrying the nets 
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wiII be suspended obliquely, thus the vert ical cross section of the mouth of the net is much 
reduced. Such a condition occurs a lso when the ship is drifted by violent wind. This is 
often a problem a t sea. 

Model 9 . Horizontal net with s liding ring 

(tfl l? ~{t7k 'l"*., f) 

(F igs. 1- 3, P late I II , F igs. 27- 29) 

To keep the mouth of such a net (model 8) vertical during horizontal tow regardless of 
the inclination of the towing cable, this model is designed, which automatically compensates 

Fig. 

Figs. 1- 3. H orizontal net with sliding ring 
(model 9). 1. In lowering position. 2. In 
horizontal towing position. 3. In raising 
position. 
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for wire angle. The mouth ring of the net is mounted on a supporting rod which lies 
parallel to the cable, resting on a wire clamp beneath. This rod is able to rotate freely 
around the cable. The upper portion of the mouth ring is connected to the upper portion 
of the rod by means of paired hinged arms. The lower portion of the mouth ring has an eye 
by which the ring can slide up and down freely along the underhalf of the rod. When the 

cable is run out from deck, the mouth ring is raised until it lies parallel to the cable due to 
the current created by lowering the net into the depth, while in retrieving the towing cable 
back to deck the mouth ring is lowered until it becomes parallel to the cable. Thus, during 

the lowering and raising of the net, if the ship's movement (or current movement) is not 

large, contamination of materials from other zones will be much reduced compared with the 
case of the net having ordinary bridles. When towed horizontally the wire cable will be 
suspended obliquely, but the mouth of the net will face to the current at right angles, since 
the lower portion of the mouth ring slides along the rod until the net receives the largest 
resistance of water current. 

The performance of this type of net was tested off south-western coast of Hokkaido in 
the Japan Sea on May 25 and August, 31, 1959. The first experiment was made by use of 

the procedure that the cable carrying a net was hauled immediately after it had run out 
800 meters. The catch was almost negligible in this sampling, showing that the contamina
tion of materials during the lowering and raising of the net had not occurred. In the 
second experiment nine nets were attached on the cable at 1 m, 50m, 100m, 200m, 300m, 
400 m, 500 m, 700 m, and 900 m, and towed horizontally by drifting the ship for one hour. 
The action of the nets seemed to be satisfactory. The wire clamp of simple construction 

shown in Fig. 27 was proved to be easy to handle. 

Model 10. Small horizontal net with rotary mouth ring 

(1=I~~~j\;7l<f* OJ }) 

(Plate I~I, Figs. 30-32) 

A horizontal circular plate made of metal protrudes at right angles from a rod which is 
attached to the towing cable in parallel. The mouth ring of a small net (13 em in diameter 
at the mouth) is hinged at both horizontal margins to the circular plate. There is a heavy 

balance weight which protrudes from the lower portion of the rod to the opposite side of 
the net. While the net is being lowered, the net end is forced to take an upward direction, 
resulting in the closing of the mouth of the net. During raising of the net, the net end is 

directed downward, the mouth of the net being closed. While the net is towed horizontally 
the mouth of the net faces in vertical to the current, leaving unclosed space. That space 

will be lessened when the towing cable is inclined, but still allows the plankton to enter 
into the net. The limitation of this type is in its small size of the net and, when towed 

horizontally, narrowness of the space between the mouth ring and circular plate. 
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Model 11. Triangular mid-water net 

(~jEjq, Ji* ';1 r) 

(Plate III, Fig. 33) 

[V~I, 1/2 

For sampling agile plankton animals from deep water it is necessary to employ a 
horizontal or oblique tow with a net of considerable size for a certain duration of time. The 

great distance through which the net has to pass in lowering and raising makes the sampling 

inaccurate because of contamination of materials which happens in these procedures. 
Tucker's mid-water nepal is a very fine design for collecting in a simple manner the fish 

larvae and other macroplankton from mid-layer regions of the sea with negligible contamina
tion of the sample from the other levels. Model 11 is designed using his idea, but slightly 
modifying it. To keep the mouth of Tucker's mid-water net in a vertical position while it is 
being towed horizontally, a very heavy weight must be hung under the mouth of the net. 

Construction of a net having reversed triangular mouth as in Fig. 33 will decrease the 
resistance of the underside of the net to the water current which makes it easy to keep the 
mouth of the net near vertical position. The upper side of the triangle at the mouth of the 
net is made of a strong steel rod or pipe, and the other two sides are made of chains. 

Bridles connected to the upper rod are also made of chains. This construction makes the 

net easy to handle on deck. A long rod (preferably made of bamboo) is attached between 
the center of the steel rod and net end to prevent the body of the net from entangling with 
the towing cable during lowering. 

This type of net was constructed and used in September 1959 during the carrying on 

of the program for deep sea research on the Japan Trench using the "Ryofu Maru" of the 
Meteorological Agency. According to the personal communication of Mr. Y. Komaki 
who was in charge of operation of the plankton sampling on board this ship, a big tapered 
wire carrying a triangular net was run out as long as 6000 meters at a station where the sea 
depth is 6500 meters, and again as long as 3764 meters at another station where the depth 
is 3800 meters. In both cases the sampling was successful. The net employed was of 
smaller size than that shown in Fig. 33. The triangular mouth of the net was 150 cm 

long at one side. The net was made of coarse nylon cloth in the anterior 300 cm and nylon 
bolting cloth NG 54 in the posterior 300 cm. A lead weight of 50 kg was suspended beneath 
the net by connection with 150 cm steel chain. In towing at 0.5-1 knots it was felt that a 

more heavy weight is needed to keep the mouth of the net in vertical position. 

III. MECHANISM OF OPENING AND RECLOSING OF THE NET 

To catch the zooplankton by horizontal or oblique tow only in the mid-water regions, 
the net must be closed until it reaches a desired depth, and after having been towed for a 
certain distance in open condition, it must be closed again before being hauled on deck. 
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There have been many devices constructed for this purpose.14-28 ) It is a rather difficult 

thing to make reliable releasing of the clamps on the mechanism for opening and reclosing 

the net at a great depth by means of sliding messenger weight. The workers on deck have 

no way to know whether the first and second clamps on the mechanism are released 

properly or not. For this reason Van Cleve30 ) constructed an electrical closing mechanism 
to OVercome the inexactness of releasing of an ordinary mechanism, but it has not been 

widely used because of limitation due to the necessity of the electrical cord. It seems that 
at present Leavitt's23,29) and Discovery17) types of double releasing mechanisms are most 

widely used for deep oblique tow with large nets. In usual double releasing mechanism 

the second messenger is constructed of larger size than the first messenger to overlap the 

latter. Harvey's double releasing gear20 ) is equipped with a spring system of appropriate 

strength by means of which two equal-sized messenger weights can be used. 

Model 12. Double releasing mechanism with 
dissolving substance 

(~fW~=m:fit*~) 

(Figs. 4-6, Plate IV, Figs. 34-40) 

This model is composed of a cylinder and follower piston. Some kind of dissolving 

substance (hard candy balls can be used) is put inside of the cylinder. After a certain length 
of time which is sufficiently long for the closed net to be positioned in the desired depth, the 
partial dissolution of the candy balls permits the first releasing arm to open which results in 

the opening of the net. Further dissolution of the balls permits the second arm to open 
which results in the reclosing of the net. Thus the open net is towed in the mid-water 
region for the time from the first releasing to the second releasing. In the test at sea this 

mechanism worked as expected, although it was difficult to anticipate the exact time 

required for dissolution of the b3.lls. A cable connector shown in Fig. 39 makes easier the 

attaching and detaching the mechanism from the wire cable. 

Model 13. Double releasing mechanism with 
long rotary neck 

(*-rr~=m:fit*~) 

(Plate V, Figs. 41-42) 

The design of model 13 is different from those which have been hitherto reported. In 
this model the second trigger is located apart from the wire cable at first, but when the 

first messenger releases the first clamp, the second trigger comes into contact with wire 

cable. The first and second messengers can be constructed of the same size and weight. 
This mechnaism is only in the design stage. 
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Fig. 4 

Figs. 4- 6. Double releasing mechanism with 
dissolving substance (model 12). 4. Before 
releasing first and second arms (net is closed). 
5. First arm is released (net is opened). G. Se
cond arm is released (net is reclosed). 
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Model 14. Double releasing mechanism with horizontal bar 

(tl'it4''iI: = ill li'G!'il\ii) 

(Fig. 7, Plate V, Figs. 43-46) 

This model is designed for use on a wire of considerable thickness, e.g., 23 mm (in 

diameter) trawl warp or oceanographic big tapered wire in which the t hickness is gradually 

lessened toward the end of the cable. The 

jar-shaped second messenger when lowered , 

overlaps the first messenger together with the 

upper part of the body of the instrument. 

The underside of the second messenger pushes 

down the horizontal bar (second trigger) which 

extends at both sides of the inst rument. The 

lowering of the horizontal bar results in 

release of the second clamp. The fi rst mes

senger never touches the second trigger in any 

way, so that there is no possibility of releasing 

the second clamp when the first messenger is 

lowered. The center hole of both messenger 

weights will be made to be large enough to 

pass over the wire cable even if there should 

be an inconstancy in thickness. 

IV. UNDERWAY SAMPLER 

Many types of underway plankton sam

plers have been hi therto reported, such as 

Hensen's basket net and horizontal cylinder 
net;31-' 4! Borgert' s tow net;31-33! Apst ein's plan-

Fig . 7. D ouble releasing mechanism 
wi th horizontal bar (m odel 14). 

Idon tube;31-33!l\1onti's collector;"' ! Hardy's plankton indicator35- 37 ! and continuous plankton 

recorder;3-6! Sheard's high-speed tow net;38-39! Tamura 's sampler;40 ! Tester & Stevenson 's 

metal net;4l! Arnold's high-speed plankton sampler;"! Gehringer's all-metal plankton 

sampler;"! Motoda's high-speed successive plankton sampler"! and underway plankton 
catcher;" ! Ahlstrom, Isaacs. Thrailkill & Kidd's high-speed plankton sampler;"! Miller's 

high-speed sampler;"! etc. The small t ype Hardy Plankton Indicator 37 ! having a small 

conical net is apparently most pract ical to check the plankton distribution simply at any 

one position in the ocean while the ship is underway. The Hardy Continuous Plankton 

Recorder3-6 ! is an ingenious and excellent sampler for use of continuous observation on the 

distribution of plankton over wide areas of the ocean. It has been extensively used around 
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Great Britain and also to a certain extent in the western Atlantic off the northern patt of the 

United States. All-metal Gulf-III sampler43 I (so-called tin-tow net ) is being used in the 

United States and also in England. The big size of this sampler (in the original model, the 

case is 224 cm long, 49 cm in diameter of cylindrical part. and 41 cm in diameter of mouth 

opening) makes it most efficient for collecting the agile large plankton animals which play 

an important role in the fi sheries problem. 

Model 15. High-speed tow net with heavy head 

(AAW{trflij)!tA"J f) 

(Fig. 8, Plate VI, Figs . 47- 49) 

There is a very clever device of high-speed tow net".39 I In this device the tail end 

of a net of ordinary conical shape is drawn up to the center of the mouth through the inside 

of the net. When towed at high speed the filtering capactiy is greatly increased in this 

folded net compared with the ordinarily stretched long net, and, in addition, the frontal 

Fig. 8. H igh-speed t ow net with heavy head (model 15). 

wave occurring in front of the mouth of the net is much reduced. This is an adoption of 

Bernoulli' s principle. The sampling with this type of net was reported to be successful 

at 5 knots (61 cm mouth diameter) 381 and 7 knots (46 cm mouth diameter)" 1 

The model 15 sampler is designed under the same principle. Instead of ordinary bridles 

a heavy metal rod extends from the center of the short metal cylinder which is followed 

by the net . (This part was m ade by reconstruction of the underway plankton catcher 

III"I). The area of mouth opening excluding the part of central rod measures 44 cm'. The 

rod and mouth cylinder altogether weigh 2.4kg. Experiment at sea proved that by running 

out of Manila rope of 18.2 mm diameter far long as 25 meters length from deck to the 

sampler, the model 15 equipped with a net of bolting silk GG 40, 0.47 mm mesh size, 

could be towed at 8.5 knots through the surface water without jumping on the sea surface. 

The strain was 21 kg. When towed with a depressor, the anlge of rope was 75 degrees and 

the strain was more than 100 kg. 
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Model 16 . Simple underway 

plankton catcher IV & V 

(Figs. 9, 10, Plate VI. Figs. 50- 54 ) 

The numbering of this model succeeds after the numbers of the previously reported 

three models of underway plankton catcher.") In the original design of underway 

plankton catcher I and II, the head piece is conical shape 

with two side openings, and the towing cable is attached 

at the tip of the head. This construction is intended to 

reduce the strain when the inst rument is towed at high 

speed for the sake of making manual handling easier. 

However, it was felt that the instrument, when towed, was 

forced to rotate, resulting, in turn, in twisting of the 

towing cable, sometimes resulting in its breaking. In the 

model 16 the place of attachment of towing cable is 

changed to the upper side of the anterior portion of the 

head piece, like in the Hardy Plankton Indicator, and, a 

wing underside of the posterior portion of the cyl inder is 

removed. The design is recommended for its most simple 

and inexpensive construction as well as for easy handling 

in setting and removing the net inside of t he cylinder. In 

catcher IV (Figs. 9, 10, PI. VI , Figs. 50- 52) the diameter 

is decided to fit the size of the Rigosha small type flow

meter") which is set inside of the inner cylinder. The iron 

cast head piece is pierced by a hole, 3 cm in diameter, 

which a llows the water to pass through. Inside the cylin

der a smaller inner cylinder is inserted which supports a 

small conical net (made of bolting cloth GG 56, 0.33 mm 

Fig. 9. Simple underway 
p la nkton catcher IV (model 16). 
A depressor is laid on deck. 

mesh size) at the anterior end and contains a flow-meter in the posterior portion. This inner 

cylinder is fi xed by means of a pin which passes t ransversely through the outer cylinder 

near the end opening, so that attaching and detaching of the inner cylinder is very easy. 

The whole assemblage weigh 4.4 kg. This instrument can be towed at high speed through 

the surface water without jumping on the sea surface. The tow with a single sampler 

at any desired depth or simultaneous tow with several samplers through several zones can 

be made by the methods illustrated in Figs. 53 and 54. The test tow using a Manila rope 

(18.2 mm in diameter) of 25 meters length from deck to the sampler showed that. in 

the surface tow at 7.5 knots, the strain was 12 kg and that in the subsurface tow by 

means of a depressor at the same speed the strain increased to more than 100 kg. In both 
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cases the sampler was very stable. 
If the ship is large enough to handle the sampler on deck, and a powerful winch is 

equipped, the larger size of sampler, better. In catcher V (Fig. 10) the case including 

the head piece is 100 cm long and 15 cm in diameter. The iron cast head piece which 

itself is 14 cm long is pierced by a water tunnel, 7 cm in diam eter. The tripod frame 

which is inserted inside the case from the end opening, carries a net and a flow-m eter. 

The whole assemblage we ighs 15 kg . 

F ig. 10. Simple underway plankton catcher I V (left) an d V (right) 
(model 16). In ner cylinder of catcher I V an d inner tripod supporter 
of catcher V whi ch ca rry a net a nd a flo w-meter are drawn out 
from the case. 

Model 17. Simple underway plankton catcher VI 

with outside frame 

(M-'l1tftllJLMA:Jti*J#l!'ii VI 1J!) 

(Plate VI, Figs. 55- 57) 

A rotary rec tangular frame is attached outside the cylindrical case to which a 

towing cable is connect ed at its upper ring and a depressor cable at its lower ring. 

This permits the sampler to keep hori zontal p osit ion irrespect ive of incl ination of the 

towing cable. Th e wh ole assemblage weighs 9.4 kg. In the tes t at sea this model was 

towed at 8 knots using a Manila rope (18.2 mm in diameter). The instrument ran stably 

and the strain was more than 100 kg. 
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Model 18 . Multiple net underway sampler 

(ii-Wl"HJi5t l*:!/ll\)l) 

(F igs. II , 12, Phte VII , Figs. 58- 60) 

The instrument is mounted in a long rectangular case having both ends tapering. Ten 

small nets, 3.7 cm in diameter , a re arranged on a narrow metal plate which can be casily 

removed from the inside of t he case. This plate pushes up a flexible metal band which 

moves forward with the rotation of reels. Anterior opening of the case which admits the 

water is 2.5 cm square. The water entering th is opening passes along th e water t unnel 
upside, and reaches the in take cap which is fixed on the flexible metal band, then t Un1S into 

net. The instrument is towed at high speed by means of a th ick cable, and, in addition, 

I'ig 11 

Fig. 12 

Figs. 11 - 12. ''lultiple net underway sampler (mode! 18). 11. Outside 
vic \\". 12. Na rrow metal plate carry ing ten small nets is removed from 
the casc. 

an accessory line (also thick cable) is connected from the upper ring of t he rectangular 

frame to deck, but is not tensioned . By pull ing the accessory line from deck (actually by 

slacking the main towing cable), t he rectangular frame is pulled forward with the result 

that the rotation of the anterior reel is caused sufficient to shift the intake cap on the 
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flexible metal band from one net to another net. Successive pulling the accessory line 

(actually successive slacking of the towing cable and accessory line alternately) at every 

desired distance of the tow enables the sampling of the plankton into different nets 

successively. The tow cannot be adopted for a long distance beyond the time of decaying 

of the organisms sampled. The whole assemblage weighs 14.1 kg. In the test tow carried 

out at sea, it was found th3.t more tight contact between the metal band and the narrow 

plate carrying the nets is needed. 

Model 19. Multiple net underway sampler 
with storing tank 

(ll'TIIl\(Y /' 7t-t~if¥l:rtJiJt'iEtlE~~) 

(Plate VII, Figs. 61-65) 

In this model instead of shifting of the location of the water intake cap in model 18, 

the nets themselves move with the rotation of the reel. Fitfteen small conical nets, 5 cm 

in diameter at the mouth and 5 cm deep, are arranged on the flexible metal band which is 

rolled between fore- and rear-reels. The net is turned over inside out at first, but when it 

comes under the inner rectangular opening of the water tunnel, which is 5 cm wide and 

8 cm long, i.e., longer than the diameter of the net, it is forced back inside in due to water 

current. This device is for the purpose of preventing contamination of samples in the net 

before it is connected to the water tunnel. The net, after being connected to the water 

tunnel for desired duration of time, is pushed into the formalin tank when the accessory 

line is pulled. The net passes through the narrow space between the upper and lower 

rubber flaps at the entrance to the formalin tank. If one net samples the plankton for 

20 miles, the total collection will cover 300 miles. Pulling system for shifting the net 

can be replaced by the propeller and gear system if automatic successive sampling is desired. 

This instrument is not yet actually constructed. 

V. PLANKTON SUBSAMPLING APPARATUS 

When the sample is too big, it is necessary to take only a known fraction of the sample 

for counting the number of individuals in it. Several types of plankton sample fraction

ing apparatus have been devised. They are Hensen's shaking flask with pestle pipette ;31,32) 

Gibbon's cylinder with multiple septa ;49) Harvey's stirring cylinder and dip stick ;22) 

Wiborg's whirling vessel ;50) Kott's modified whirling vessel;51) Folsom plankton sample 
splitter ;52) etc. 
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Model 20. Plankton sample splitting box 

(77:/:7 r :/tl'!*:9-~*1'I) 

(Figs. 13-15, Plate VIII, Figs. 66-68) 

This model is a plastic box having a longitudinal septum inside. The septum is set 

on the center line extending through the half of the box and this is succeeded by a low 

ridge, 5 mm in height, on the bottom of the other half. The upper plate covers the half 

of the box on the portion of septum except for a rectangular opening at one comer. The 

method of splitting is: 1) Tilt the box to the open portion (portion without cover) on 
the edge of table, pushing the base piece of the box against the edge of the table; 2) Stir 

sample with a thin stick; 3) Tilt the box to the opposite side. Sample is split into two 

subsamples by the septum; 4) Tum the box over to pour out one subsample into a beaker 

through the open comer of the cover. The other subsample does not flow out because 

prevented by the cover; 5) Return the box to normal position; 6) Tilt the box to the covered 

portion and put in rinse water with a pipette to wash down the adhering organisms to the 

covered portion. The low ridge on the bottom plate prevents the mixing of organisms in 

two split parts; 7) Tum the box over to pour out the washed organisms into the same 

beaker; 8) Repeat the procedure of steps 5-7. The splitting box of size given in Figs. 66 

and 67 can be used for a sample as large as 1500 cc. 

Model 21. Plankton sample splitting cylinder 

(:17:/:7 r :/tl'<*:5f~p:jf,1ij) 

(Plate VIII, Figs. 69-71) 

A plastic cylinder, 9 cm in outer diameter and 15 cm in height, is fixed on a square 

plastic base plate, 10 cm square. In the cylinder there is a perpendicular septum dividing 

the interior equally. This perpendicular septum is in parallel to two sides of the square 

base plate. A quarter of the top of the cylinder is covered by a plate. In tilting the 

cylinder septum up, the sample is stirred in the lower portion of the cylinder, and then the 

cylinder is tilted to opposite side. The sample is thus split into two halves by the septum. 

By tilting the cylinder farther the one of the split samples is poured out from the cylinder 

into a beaker. Adhering specimens should be rinsed down by adding water with a pipette. 
This splitter is used for a small sample, less than 150 cc of water containing the organisms. 

VI. PLANKTON SAMPLE FILTERING APPARATUS 

For rapid and accurate measurement of displacement volume of a plankton sample, 

various filtering apparatuses have been devised.53- 57 ) In processing the samples brought from 

an ocean cruise it is often necessary to deal with hundreds of samples for such processing. 
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Fig. 14 

Figs. 13- 15 . P!ankton sample 
splitting uox (model 20). 13. The 

~ box is tilted to the open portion, 
and t he sample is stirred with a thin 
stick. 14. The box i" tilted to the 
cO\'erecl portion. Sample is split into 
two subsamples by the septum. 15 . 
Th e box is turned oyer, and one 
subsample is poured into the beaker. 
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Some of them are fairl y big, and somet imes contain many phytoplankton which are 

not easily filtered by ordinary gravity filtering method. It is hoped to devise a tool for such 

measurement by means of aspiration and adequate filter ing apparatus. 

Model 22. Plankton sample aspiration filtering apparatus 

(7';; ";/ 7 f ";/ -!m*"1.5Iiliil1ll'itil) 

(Fig. 16, Phte VIII , Figs. 72, 73) 

This apparatus is composed of upper and lower funn els (made of metal or plastic); 

cylindrical aspiration chamber (made of transparent plastic); and a receptor of filtered 

water (glassware). The assemblage of these parts is kept in place on a metal tripod 

supporter (52 cm in height). Beneath the 

receptor is placed a graduated glass cylinder, 
200 cc in capacity . A glass filter or paper 
filter or bolting cloth is used for filt ration 

according to the purpose of the study . The 

filter is tightly gripped between the upper 
and lower funnels by means of three clips at 
the margin of the rims of the funnels. If the 

paper filter is used, glass fi lter or other 

appropriate sieve should be put under the 
paper filter. A narrolV metal tube is fi xed 

into the aspiration chamber from the thick 
rubber plate underside, and a rubber tube is 
con ner.ted from the bottom of this metal tube 
to the electromotive aspirator or to the 

vacuum aspirator or to the simple aspira ting 
apparatus employed by HarPI 

The sample contained in a known volume 

of water (less than 200cc) is poured in to the 

upper funnel and the aspira tion is se t going. 

Organisms contained in the sample water 
a re retained on the filter and the water pas

sing the filter drops into the receptor. After 

Fig. 16. Assemblage of plankton sample 
aspiration filtering appa ra tu s (model 22). 

switching off the aspirator, water concentra tcd in the receptor is let down into the graduated 

cylinder by opening the stopcock of the receptor. The difference between the volume of 

the original sample water and the water in the graduated cylinder is the displacement 
volume of plankton sample. Using fine bolting cloth, XX 13, 0.1 mm mesh size, as a filter, 

samples of ordinary size, say 15 cc of displacement volume, can be measured within a few 
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minutes when they include mainly copepods. Even the samples containing phytoplankton, 

as much as 15 cc of displacement volume, are filtered within ten minutes. Remaining 

organisms on the filter are almost drained forming a thick circular block like a cake. Their 

weight represents the wet weight of the samples. 
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PLATE I 

Fig. 17. Sketch of twin net with semi-circular openings (model 1) 
b. d . ...... bottom disc s. f. . ..... supporting rod 
m. i. l. .... metal insert lock t. d. ...... top disc 
n . ........ net w. c ...... , wire cable 

Fig. 18. Sketch of continuous vertical sampler (model 2) 

c. n . ..... . 
d. s.g. 
p.d.w. 

conical net 
double silk gauze band 
propeller driven by 
water current 

f. d. p. reel driven by propeller 
s. J. m. space for flow-meter 
s. s. g. single silk gauze band 

s. w. s ..... spool winding silk gauze 
band 

w. c ....... wire cable 
w. i. ...... water intake 
w. o . ...... water outlet 
w. s. window with sieve 

Fig. 19. Sketch of twin net with bent lid (model 3) 
c. ........ clamp s. n. 
f. n. . ..... first net s. f. 
l. . ....... lid t. . ...... . 
m. J. ...... mouth frame w. c ...... . 
s ......... spring 

second net 
supporting rod 
trigger 
wire cable 

Fig. 20. Sketch of twin net for collcdir f in a y two zoms of water (model 4) 

ch. . ..... chain 
f. c. first clamp 
f. n. first net 
f. t. first trigger 
m. f . .... " mouth frame 

s ........ . 
s. c. 
s. n. 
s. t. 

spring 
second clamp 
second net 
second trigger 

Fig. 21. Sketch of four square net assembly (model 5) 

f. m. ...... first messeenger 
J. n. ...... first net 
f. t. ...... first trigger 
s. m. ..... second messenger 
s. n. ...... second net 
s. t. . ..... second trigger 
tho c. ..... third clamp. A part of 

square plate is removed 
to show the mechanism 
underside. 

tho m. .... third messenger 
tho n. ..... thrid net 
tho t. ...... third trigger 
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PLATE II 

Fig. 22. Sketch of double purse net (model 6) 
s. a. .................... swinging arm 

t. . ..................... trigger 
t. w . .................... tripping weight 

Fig. 23. Sketch of double closing net (model 7) 

o. n. .................... open net 

r. m . .................... releasing mechanism (Discovery type) 
t. . ..................... trigger 
tho n. ................... throttled net 

Fig. 24. Sketch of horizontal tow with nets which are directly attached on the cable 
(model 8) 

Fig. 25. Sketch of mouth part of horizontal net directly attached on the cable 
(model 8) 

n . ...................... net 

S. •••••..•.•••••.•••..•• supporter 
W. ..••••••.•.••••••••••• wire cable 

W. C • ••••••••••••..•••••• wire clamp 
Fig. 26. Horizontal nets employed by Nishimura (After Nishimura 1957) 
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PLATE III 

Fig. 27. Sketch of horizontal net with sliding ring (model 9) 
e. m. r . .................. eye fixed on mouth ring 
h. a. ....••.............. hinged arm 
n . ...................... net 
n. s. .................... net supporter 
s. r. . ................... supporting rod 
w . ...................... wire cable 

Fig. 28. Profile of frame of horizontal net with sliding ring (model 9) 
e. ...................... eye fixed on mouth ring 
h. a. .................... hinged arm 
m. r . .................... mouth ring 
s. r. . ................... supporting rod 
w . ...................... wire cable 

Fig. 29. Frontal view of frame of horizontal net with sliding ring (model 9) 
e. ...................... eye fixed on mouth ring 
h. a. .................... hinged arm 
m. r . .................... mouth ring 
s. r. . ................... supporting rod 
w . ...................... wire cable 

Fig. 30. Sketch of small horizontal net with rotary mouth ring (model 10) in lowering 
position 

b. w. .................... balance weight 
m. r . .................... mouth ring 
n . ...................... net 
r . ...................... rod 
w . .•.................... wire cable 
w. c . .................... wire clamp 

Fig. 31. Sketch of small horizontal net with rotary mouth ring (model 10) in 
horizontal towing position 

c. p. . ................... circular plate 
Fig. 32. Sketch of small horizontal net with rotary mouth ring (model 10) in raising 

position 
c. p. .................... circular plate 

Fig. 33. Sketch of triangular mid-water net (model 11) 
b. c. .................... bolting cloth 
c. j. . ................... collecting jar 
ch . ...................... chain 
h. b . .................... horizontal bar 
s. . ..................... supporter 
st . ...................... stramin 

t. c. .................... towing cable 
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PLATE IV 

Fig. 34. Side view of double releasing mechanism with dissolving substanace (model 
12) 

cy . ....... cylinder J. p . ...... follower piston 
f. cy . ..... frame on cylinder J. Y. a . .... first releasing arm 
f. f. p. .... frame on follower piston s. Y. a. .... second releasing arm 

Fig. 35. Plan of double releasing mechanism with dissolving substance (model 12) 
c. b. candy ball f. p. ...... follower piston 
cy. cylinder J. Y. a. first releasing arm 
J. cy . ..... frame on cylinder s. r. a . .... second releasing arm 
f. J. p. .... frame on follower piston 

Fig. 36. Section A-B in Fig. 35 

J. cy . ..... frame on cylinder 
J. J. p . .... frame on follower piston 

Fig. 37. Section C-D in Fig. 35. 

cy. . ..... cylinder 
J. cy . •.... frame on cylinder 

Fig. 38. Section E-F in Fig. 35 

f. p. .. . . .. follower piston 

J. J. p. .... frame on follower piston 
f. p . ...... follower .piston 

cy. . ..... cylinder f. Y. a . ..•. first releasing arm 
f. J.p . .... frame on follower piston s. Y. a. . ... second releasing arm 

Fig. 39. Sketch of double releasing mechanism with dissolving substance (model 12) 
and cable connector 

c. c. cable connector 
cy. . ...... cylinder 
J. cy . ..... frame on cylinder 
J. J. p. .... frame on follower piston 
J. p. ...... follower piston 
J. Y. a. .... first releasing arm 

s. Y. a . ... . 
t. t. . .... . 
tho t . ..... . 
w . ...... . 

second releasing arm 
towing line 
throttling line 
wire cable 

w. c. • .... wire clamp 

Fig. 40. Sketch of opening-reclosing net set on the cable by means of double releasing 
mechanism with dissolving substance (model 12) 

d. Y. m. . .. double releasing mecha- tho t . ...... throttling line 
nism tho n. ..... throttled net 

t. t. ...... towing line w. . . . . . . .. wire cable 
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PLATE V 

Fig. 41. Plan of double releasing mechanism with long rotary neck (model 13) 

J. c. .................... first clamp 
f. t. .................... first trigger 
s. c ..................... second clamp 
s. t. . ................... second trigger 

Fig. 42. Sketch of double releasing mechanism with long rotary neck (model 13) 
J. c. .................... first clamp 

J. t. .................... first trigger 
s. c. 

s. t. 
t. 1. 
th.1. 

second clamp 
second trigger 
towing line 
throttling line 

w . ............••........ wire cable 
w. c ..................... wire clamp 

Fig. 43. Plan of double releasing mechanism with horizontal bar (model 14) 

f. c. .................... first calmp 
J. t. .................... first trigger 
s. c. . ................... second clamp 
s. t. (h. b.) . .............. second trigger (horizontal bar) 

Fig. 44. Section of first messenger of double releasing mechanism with horizontal bar 
(model 14) 

Fig. 45. Section of second messenger of double releasing mechanism with horizontal 
bar (model 14) 

Fig. 46. Sketch of double releasing mechanism with horizontal bar (model 14) 
ch. . .................... chain 
f. c. . ................... first clamp 
f. m. .................... first messenger 

J. t. . ................... first trigger 
s. c ..................... second clamp 

s. t. (h. b.) ............... second trigger (horizontal bar) 
s. m . ................... second messenger 
s. w . .................... spin washer 
sp . ..................... spring 
t. 1. .................... towing line 
tho 1. .................... throttling line 

w. ...................... wire cable 
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PLATE VI 

Fig. 47. Plan of high-speed tow net with heavy head (model 15) 
cy . ....... cylinder h. r . ...... head rod 
j. n. ...... folded net 

Fig. 48. Frontal view of high-speed tow net with heavy head (model 15) 
Fig. 49. Sketch of high-speed tow net with heavy head (model 15) 

cy . ....... cylinder h. r . ...... head rod 
j. n. ...... folded net t. c. ...... towing cable 

Fig. 50. Plan of simple underway plankton catcher IV (model 16) 

h. p . ...... head piece s./. m . .... space for flow-meter 
i. cy. . .... inner cylinder s. p . ...... stopping pin 
n . ........ net w. p. . .... water path 
o. cy. . .... outer cylinder 

Fig. 51. Frontal view of simple underway plankton catcher IV (model 16) 

Fig. 52. Sketch of simple underway plankton catcher IV (model 16) 
showing connection of towing cable to the sampler in surface tow 

t. c. ...... towing cable 
Fig. 53. Sketch of simple underway plankton catcher IV (model 16) showing connec

tion of line suspending depressor from the sampler in subsurface tow 

d. ........ to depressor t. c. ...... towing cable 
Fig. 54. Sketch of simple underway plankton catcher IV (model 16) showing 

attachment of the sampler in simultaneous tow with several samplers at 
different depths 

t. c. . ..... towing cable w. c . ...... wire clamp 
Fig. 55. Side view of simple underway plankton catcher VI with outside frame (model 

17) 
o. j. ...... outside frame s. p . ...... stopping pin 

Fig. 56. Plan of simple underway plankton catcher VI with outside frame (model 17) 
o.j. ...... outside frame s.j. m . .... space for flow-meter 
n . ........ net s. p . ...... stopping pin 

Fig. 57. Frontal view of simple underway plankton catcher VI with outside frame 
(model 17) 

o. f. ...... outside frame 
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PLATE VII 

Fig. 58. Plan of multiple net underway sampler (model 18) showing path of water 
tunnel 

f. r. . ..... fore-reel w. t. ...... water tunnel 
r. r. . ..... rear-reel w. i. c . .... water intake cap 

Fig. 59. Side view of multiple net underway sampler (model 18) 
f. r. fore-reel w. i. c . .... water intake cap 
n . ........ net w. t . ...... water tunnel 
r. r. . ..... rear-reel 

Fig. 60. Sketch of the anterior portion of multiple net underway sampler (model 18) 
a. t. accessory line sh. f. r. .., shaft of fore-reel 
a. o. anterior opening t. c. ...... towing cable 
f. m. b . .... flexible metal band w. i. c . .... water intake cap 
n . ........ net w. t . ...... water tunnel 

Fig. 61. Vertical of multiple net underway sampler with storing tank (model 19) 

j. m. b . .... flexible metal band n. t. . ..... net turned inside out 
f. r. . ..... fore-reel r. r. . ..... rear-reel 
f. t. ...... formalin tank sp. ....... spring 
n . ........ net w. t. . ..... water tunnel 

Fig. 62. Plan of multiple net underway sampler with storing tank (model 19) 
f. m. b . .... flexible metal band w. o. water outlet 
f. r. . ..... fore-reel w. t . ...... water tunnel 
r. r. . ..... rear-reel 

Fig. 63. Section A-B in Fig. 61 
f. m. b. .... flexible metal band w. o . ...... water outlet 
n . ........ net 

Fig. 64. Section C-D in Fig. 61 
f. m. b. .... flexible metal band n . ........ net 
f. t. ...... formalin tank n. t. ...... net turned inside out 

Fig. 65. Sketch of anterior portion of multiple net underway sampler with storing 
tank (model 19) 

a. 1. . ..... accessory line n . ........ net. 
a. o . ...... anterior opening n. t. ...... net turned inside out 
b . ........ bumper r. fl. . ..... rubber flaps 
f. m. b. .... flexible metal band w. o . ...... water outlet 
f. r. . ..... fore-reel w. t. ...... water tunnel 
f. t. ...... formalin tank 
t. c. d. .... line connected to 

depressor 
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PLATE VIII 

Fig. 66. Vertical of plankton sample splitting box (model 20) 
b. p . ...... base piece t. Y. • ••••• low ridge 
c. . ....... cover s. . ....... septum 

Fig. 67. Plan of plankton sample splitting box (model 20) 
c. ........ cover t. Y. •..•.• low ridge 
c. o. . ..... corner opening s. . ....... septum 

Fig. 68. Sketch of plankton sample splitting box (model 20) 

b. p . ...... base piece t. Y. . •.••• low ridge 
c. . ....... cover s ......... septum 
c. o. . ..... corner opening 

Fig. 69. Vertical of plankton sample splitting cylinder (model 21) 

b. p. ...... base plate s. ........ septum 
c . ........ cover 

Fig. 70. Plan of plankton sample splitting cylinder (model 21) 

b. p. ...... base plate s. ........ septum 
c. . ....... cover 

Fig. 71. Sketch of plankton sample splitting cylinder (model 21) 

b. p. ...... base plate s. ........ septum 
c. . ....... cover 

Fig. 72. Vertical of plankton sample aspiration filtering apparatus (model 22) 

a. ch. . .... aspiration chamber Y. f. W • •••• receptor of filtered water 
ft. . ....... filter Y. p. . ..... rubber plug 
t. f. ...... lower funnel st. ........ stopcock 
m. p. ..... metal pipe u. f. ...... upper funnel 

Fig. 73. Sketch of assembly of plankton sample aspiration filtering apparatus (model 
22) 

a. ch. ..... aspiration chamber 
ct. . ....... clip 
g. cy. . .... graduated cylinder 
m. p. .. . . .. metal pipe 
Y. f. W . •••• receptor of filtered 

water 

Y. p. 
Y. t. 

s ......... . 
st. Y. 

u·f· ..... . 

rubber plug 
rubber tube connected 
to aspirator 
supporter 
stopcock of receptor 
upper funnel 
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